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We are specialized in 

Hospital consumables 

products
Hospital Furniture Educational Furniture Sport  Furniture 

Office/General Furniture 

Contact us:

Phone No: 0097444692373

Mobile No: 0097451455599

Email us:

info@ameryah.com

For more details please click the link below  

Amerya company is one of the leading company in Qatar that deals with wide range of products import from USA 

,UK, Italy France Germany Turkey and Asia in order to meet with market demand. With industry experience, establish 

business network, entrepreneurial foresight and dedicated staff,Amerya trading co. Prides itself in maintaining 

superior quality, competitive price and delivery requirements to satisfy our valued customer.

We are looking forward to build a sincere and long term business relationship with you for mutual benefits.

Since we are introducing ourselves  and seeking your valuable support
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Shoe cover machine

Unique Manufacturer, Global First, use thermal shrinkable principle.

With 12 years of export experience for this automatic shoe cover machine.

Fashion design , it looks more artistic.

Lower cost, cheaper , dcan traditional shoe cover, the thickness is 28um, 

more durable

Large shoe cover capacity, the maximum shoe cover capacity of traditional 

shoe cover dispenser is 200pcs. Ours is

with 1000pcs or 1600pcs Model XT-46B(I) and (II) shoe cover. No need to 

add shoe cover very frequently.

Long design life, the design life is 300,000 Times

lt is easy to use and comfortable to wear. it only covers the bottom of the 

shoe, does not bind

This Disposable Auto Shoe Cover Machine can solve the problem of 

changing shoes or wearing shoe cover by hand when people enter into clean 

area.

Note: Test Roll is free of charge 

Hands free – Just need one step, wait several

seconds, then shoe cover will wrap on shoe. It can

save your valuable time.

Large shoe cover capacity - One roll shrink film

can be made into 1000pcs or 1600pcs shoe cover.

No need to add shoe cover very frequently.

High Shoe cover releasing rate

Durable - Thickness of shoe cover is about 28

micron, it is durable

Cost effective - Cheaper than traditional shoe

cover which used in the shoe cover dispenser.

It doesn't wrap the whole shoe, not stuffy for feet.
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Hospital Furniture.

Medical Furniture and Healthcare Furniture

From functional medical and healthcare furniture

for patients such as recliners, sleeper sofas, and

case goods, to stylish medical waiting room

furniture and guest chairs; our commercial

healthcare furniture is purposefully created for

healthcare environments. Choosing the right

combination of products and processes can

help maintain clear surface and may aid in infection

control. Our healthcare furniture and waiting room

seating does not have surface joints or seams and

does not support microbial growth.

A tall, tapered back and clean, crisp lines

underscore the contemporary design aesthetic of

the Altavilla Dining chair. The back upholstery,

with or without the tufted button detail, extends a

full 2” to create an extremely comfortable seat.

Side underframe rails and front casters are

available and are optional.

Is your senior living community in need of comfortable

and durable sofa seating for communal areas. We

takes great care to ensure each sofa chair is

engineered to be safe, durable, and easy to clean for

skilled nursing homes and memory care units. Browse

each seating product to find the best sofas for your

retirement facility today!

Sofas for Living Environments
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Hospital Furniture.

Are you looking to improve the comfort of the

residents in your senior living environment with

reclining chairs for seniors? Research We entire

collection of comfortable reclining chairs with arms

for senior residents; perfect for senior living

communities. We proud to supply industry-leading

solutions for stylish assisted living recliners and

nursing home recliners to meet the needs your

community may have.

Recliner.

Sleeper Sofa
This Carrara Sleeper Sofa has all the features of the original Sleeper Sofa but

with a special addition, a built-in solid surface middle table. Flip the back cushion

down and it quickly transforms from a sofa into one of five sleeping surfaces

backed by a black waterproof fabric barrier. It comes with arm caps; double front

drawers are optional and choose Pyramid legs or a Plinth base. Optional locking

casters are available but must include center casters.

Waiting area:
The waiting room is where the first impression of

the hospital is made when patients enter and wait

to be

called for whatever is ailing them. The better

waiting rooms and public spaces look, the louder

the message is

delivered to patients and visitors about the level of

care, comfort and safety they can expect to

receive.
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Hospital Laboratory furniture.

Side Bench
Provides an optimal environment for experiments – from sturdy tabletops and

flexible reagent stands to diverse utility boxes and spacious drawers.

The merits of the wall-mounted experiment bench are directly implemented in the

center of the laboratory as they are. Enhance it with a sink to complete the

experimental process.

Side Bench (Center)

Lab Furniture(corner)

Do you have any unused space in the laboratory? we helps not to waste any 

space.

Products Feature:

Storage cabinets with convenient use through upper or adjustable shelves.

Robust load capacity to withstand various equipment and chemicals (250kg)

Precise horizontal adjustment with adjustable height.

Worktop with excellent chemical and drug resistance.

Multi-utility boxes (electricity, gas cock, water supply) providing ample research 

space.

Neat wiring to prevent unnecessary wire exposure.

Various options for optimized storage with a flexible modular configuration.
Excellent chemical resistance with the same top surface as the wall-mounted or 

central laboratory bench.

Effective utilization of remaining space in the laboratory.

Additional options for installing various experimental equipment with optional 

sockets.

Experimental tools must always be kept clean. It is essential for a clean 

laboratory environment.

Lab Furniture(sink)

Island laboratory benches 
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Hospital Laboratory furniture.

Workbench

Experience a stable experimental environment with a sturdy workbench that 

supports any experiment. The added drawers allow you to conveniently store 
various experimental tools.

It is made with careful consideration of various experimental conditions, such as 

chemical resistance, moisture resistance, corrosion resistance, heat resistance, 
and impact resistance.

Product Feature:

It is robustly installed to maintain horizontal stability without bending, warping, or 

cracking.
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Educational Laboratory Furniture.

Laboratory Benches without overhead storage 

Lab Furniture(island)

Free standing moveable island lab benches. 

Education Laboratory Furniture 

attached with wall 

Student’s practical lab benches 

We do 
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Office furniture.

The office boss table is designed in multiple styles for options, and the

materials we use is environmentally friendly, all of which have boosted the

sales of the products. What’s more, the table collection is available in a

variety of heights, sizes and finishes and is highly customizable based on

different needs, we truly believe the office boss tables can obtain value for the
money.

Extraordinary demeanor, noble character, majestic lines, prudent style, wise

and passionate style, the true character of the big class is fully displayed, and

it always reflects your extraordinary demeanor in planning and winning

thousands of miles away, so that your passion will become more magnificent

with this majestic wisdom !

Executive Table 

Extraordinary demeanor, noble character, majestic lines, prudent style, wise and

passionate style, the true character of the big class is fully displayed, and it

always reflects your extraordinary demeanor in planning and winning thousands

of miles away, so that your passion will become more magnificent with this

majestic wisdom !
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Office furniture.

Executive Table 

Designed with a flawless design approach for stylish managers, Black

Pearl offers office managers not only an office but also a style. With its

original details and material selection, it has a modern line that represents

the contemporary manager. It provides a comfortable workspace with the

warm atmosphere of wood. Black Pearl helps you feel even more

privileged while working.

Experience the unique harmony of metal and wood with Barbosa. It provides

ease of use in your offices with personalized cabinets, coffee tables and shelves

that increase the dynamism of the office.
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Office furniture.

Executive Table 

We combined soft forms, natural materials and colors for

a user-friendly working environment. Lenta product group

perfectly meets many needs of the work places,

highlighting the space with its original, eye-catching

design.
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Office furniture.

Workstation

Since most of us spend time in the office, an efficient and comfortable space is very important. In as such, the sleek and modern design

of office workstation enhance the taste of the office environment and leave a lasting impression on clients while the high-quality materials

and sturdy construction are used to ensure durability and longevity, making it a worthwhile investment. All of which provide added efficiency

and comfort and allow us to get work done efficiently and comfortably. All in all, we offer well designed, cost-effective furniture solution for the

modern office.

This is a desk that offers maximum design flexibility in terms of aesthetics. Clear

shapes and straight lines combine with high-quality workmanship. With the

Opposite Quad, single-person offices, group workplaces and open-space

concepts can be designed in a variety of ways.

The product material is made of E1 grade ecological and environmental

protection particle board, which is wear-resistant and anti-fouling. The

formaldehyde meets the national testing standard and will not cause harm to the

human body. It can be used with confidence.

This is a desk that offers maximum design flexibility in terms of aesthetics. Clear 

shapes and straight lines combine with high-quality workmanship. With the 

Opposite Quad, single-person offices, group workplaces and open-space 

concepts can be designed in a variety of ways.

The product material is made of E1 grade ecological and environmental 

protection particle board, which is wear-resistant and anti-fouling. The 

formaldehyde meets the national testing standard and will not cause harm to the 

human body. It can be used with confidence.
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Office furniture.

WORK STATION: 

Offering stylish solutions to your

workspaces with its modern design,

Sona differentiates the classic table

style with its metals leg structure. Sona

operational group, designed in

accordance with operational and group

work, provides ease of use with its wide

table top

Liner is designed for the offices of those who feel young and

dynamic, it also provides a comfortable workspace with its unique

leg silicule, and is an alternative to additional workstations for those

who dream of a contemporary and simple design. Liner, which

allows group work; Iľ does not compromise on the perception of

personality with the possibility of using the separation between the

labels.
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Office furniture.

WORK STATION: 
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Office furniture.

Meeting tables: 

Jet combines the leanest state of a meeting

table with functionality. The metal frame of

the table gives a sleek touch to the design.

And with options ranging from melamine to

natural coating, you can give your table the

character you want.

Venn Meeting table 
Designed with the aesthetic harmony of metal

and wood, the Venn Meeting Desk brings

simplicity and motion to the space through the

stimulating design of its legs.

As an important piece of office furniture, conference table is where 

you hold meetings and business negotiations , and even signing 

contracts. so it usually works as a hub to create a professional feel 

and create an environment for interaction
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Office furniture.

Meeting tables: 

Extraordinary demeanor, noble character, majestic lines, prudent style,

wise and passionate style, fully displayed, always reflecting your

extraordinary demeanor in strategizing and winning thousands of miles

away, let your passion become more magnificent with this majestic

wisdom!

The base material adopts E1 grade ecological and environmental

protection board, which is wear-resistant and anti-fouling. The

formaldehyde meets the national testing standard and will not cause

harm to the human body. It can be used with confidence.

Extraordinary bearing, noble character, grand lines, stable style

The design inspiration comes from the interior of the British Bentley

car, breaking the traditional concept of cypress, the appearance is

modern and fashionable, simple and extraordinary, showing

smooth rhythm and layering, high-end atmosphere, with the style of

a king, and having a "she" can show the dignity of the owner

Identity, the base material adopts El grade environmental

protection board.

Imported ink veneer paper veneer, the surface is scratch-resistant

and wear-resistant, and the hardware accessories adopt domestic

high-quality brands, the same color

Introduce different styles of office design concepts for you, bring unlimited

creativity to your work, add your dignity to your office environment, and achieve

yourself. The base material adopts E1 grade ecological and environmental

protection particle board, which is wear-resistant and anti-fouling. The

formaldehyde meets the national testing standard and will not cause harm to the

human body. It can be used with confidence.
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Office furniture

Filing Cabinet: 

File Cabinet provide various kinds of products to meet the needs of our customers. To achieve enough storage, our file cabinet is

designed into different kinds and sizes. The materials we adopt are of best quality and the technology we use is world-class, which

makes it an ideal choice for many buyers. More importantly, our products undergo rigorous quality control before the sale, which

undoubtedly help the buyers achieve value for money. And if you are interested in our products, please contact us www.ameryah.com

Extraordinary demeanor, noble character, majestic lines, prudent style,

wise and passionate style, fully displayed, always reflecting your

extraordinary demeanor in strategizing and winning thousands of miles

away, let your passion become more magnificent with this majestic wisdom!

The base material is made of E1 grade ecological and environmental

protection board, which is wear-resistant and anti-fouling. The

formaldehyde has reached the national testing standard and will not cause

harm to the human body, so it can be used with confidence.

Extraordinary demeanor, noble character, majestic lines, prudent style,

wise and passionate style, fully displayed, always reflecting your

extraordinary demeanor in strategizing and winning thousands of miles

away, let your passion become more magnificent with this majestic

wisdom!

The base material is made of E1 grade ecological and environmental

protection board, which is wear-resistant and anti-fouling. The

formaldehyde has reached the national testing standard and will not

cause harm to the human body, so it can be used with confidence.
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Office furniture.

Filing Cabinet: 
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Storage Rack.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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